
Square Stand: One More Point of Sale Solution
Now Available at POS Tablet

POS Tablet

SACRAMENTO, CA, USA, May 19, 2014 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- POS Tablet, the online retailer that

specializes in connecting businesses with the right iPad

based Point of Sale solution announced today that they

will now offer the Square Stand for lease or purchase

through their website www.postablet.com.

Square hardware and technology work seamlessly to integrate design and functionality at the

point of sale. With the beautifully designed Square Stand, merchants can accept credit card

payments and manage their businesses with the free software provided through the Square

Register app. Third party accessories like a cash drawer, receipt printer, barcode scanner, and

kitchen printer compliment the stand and iPad to create a robust Point of Sale (POS) system that

is both elegant and affordable. 

“Business owners trust POS Tablet to get them the right iPad based Point of Sale solution,” said

POS Tablet Marketing Director, Josh Johnstone. “It only makes sense that we’d offer our

customers one of the best solutions out there. Amazing hardware, free software, and simple

credit card processing; Square has it all.”

Square enables businesses of any size to finally have a full featured POS system. By simply

securing the iPad to the stand and attaching the appropriate peripherals, merchants can get up

and running in no time. However, getting the Square Stand along with the right iPad, cash

drawer, receipt printer and other accessories can often be a challenge. 

POS Tablet provides a one stop solution. At POS Tablet all of the right equipment is available in

one place with free shipping options. Specializing in connecting businesses with the right tablet

based Point of Sale system, the POS Tablet promise is simple: provide the best tablet based POS

solution for your business needs. Square is a solution that perfectly fits the requirements of

many different businesses. 

Having direct relationships with manufacturers like Square, Apple, Star, Epson and more means

that merchants always receive the best available pricing for all POS equipment. POS Tablet

understands what owners need - they offer businesses the ability to lease a complete Tablet POS

system with an iPad and a Square Stand for less than $55 a month. That means it’s easy to get
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started without lots of cash up front.

Qualifying for the lease is an easy 2-step process; most leases are approved immediately with

orders shipping for free the same day. POS Tablet is also committed to new and expanding

businesses. Where many leases require a merchant to be in business for three or more years,

POS Tablet leases direct to merchants who are just getting started or expanding. For businesses

looking to reduce their start-up costs, the POS Tablet lease comes with no down payment or

initiation fees. In addition to receiving hardware at a low monthly cost, merchants who lease also

receive free shipping and the protection of POS Tablet’s SalesGuard© Protection Plan.

About POS Tablet 

POS Tablet was born out of a deep understanding about what it takes to get the right POS

Solution into the hands of merchants. For over 13 years, our parent company, POS Portal, has

been busy deploying credit card terminals and POS hardware to merchants nationwide. Working

hard behind the scenes, POS Portal knows how to get the right hardware right where it needs to

be, configured correctly, and delivered on time. Dual shipping facilities in Sacramento, CA and

Louisville, KY ensure that delivery happens when it’s supposed to and that replacement parts

arrive fast. With POS Tablet, merchants get hardware directly from the source at great prices,

with SalesGuard protection and low monthly payments that don’t eat up cash, or limit business

growth.

About Square, Inc.

Square is making commerce easy for everyone. Starting with a free credit card reader for the

iPhone, iPad, and Android devices, Square Reader allows anyone to accept credit cards

anywhere, anytime, for a low transaction rate of 2.75 percent per swipe, with no hidden fees.

Square Register serves as a full Point of Sale system for businesses to accept payments, manage

items, and share menu and location information. Square Wallet, available in the U.S., is the most

seamless way to pay, enabling individuals to pay at their favorite local businesses, discover new

ones nearby, explore menu listings, and store receipts. Founded in 2009, and headquartered in

San Francisco, Square is currently available in the U.S., Canada, and Japan. More information is

available at www.squareup.com.
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